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Abstract 

. .  - .  

By arranging two or more electric power generation cycles in series, combined cycle systems 
are able to produce electric power more efficiently than conventional single cycle plants. The 
high fuel to electricity conversion efficiency results in lower plant operating costs, better 
environmental performance, and in some cases even lower capital costs. Despite these 
advantages, combined cycle systems for the 1 - 10 megawatt (Mw) industrial market are rare. 

This paper presents a low noise, low (oxides of nitrogen) NOx, combined cycle alternative for 
the small industrial user. By combining a commercially available phosphoric acid fuel cell 
(PAFC) with a low-temperature Rankine cycle (similar to those used in geothermal 
applications), electric conversion efficiencies between 45 and 47 percent are predicted. While 
the simple cycle PAFC is competitive on a cost of energy basis with gas turbines and diesel 
generators in the 1 to 2 M N  market, the combined cycle PAFC is competitive, on a cost of 
energy basis, with simple cycle diesel generators in the 4 to 25 MW market. In addition, the 
efficiency and low-temperature operation of the combined cycle PAFC results in a significant 
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions with N0,concentration on the order of 1 parts per ~ 

million (per weight) (ppmw). 

Introduction: 

Fuel cell technology offers efficient, environmentally benign, quiet electric power production 
from the several kilowatt needs of an apartment to the several hundred megawatt ( M W )  base 
load power station. Though other technologies, such as gas turbines and diesels, can 
approach the fuel cell's 40 to 60 percent electric production efficiency in certain size ranges, 
only the fuel cell..provides silent operation. Fuel cells also produce negligible oxides of 
nitrogen and sulfur and can be used to improve power quality supplied to a power grid. They 
also offer excellent part load performance down to 15 percent of output and, once up to 
operating temperature, provide rapid load follow capability. However, like most newly 
introduced technologies, capital costs for fuel cells remain high as large production facilities 
are built, and more efficient production methods develop. 

The cost of energy (COE) and environmental performance of fuel cell systems can be 
improved by combining them with another, mature, power generation cycle. In the case of 
the phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), a second cycle may be added which produces extra 
electrical power from the fuel cell's waste heat stream. Since the second cycle gets its energy 
from the exhaust or bottom end of the fuel cell cycle, it is referred to as a bottoming cycle. 

For systems operating in a cogeneration mode, the combined cycle configuration provides 
flexibility in balancing electrical and thermal energy demands. In the PAFC combined cycle 
presented, the bottoming cycle converts 9 percent of the waste heat to electrical energy and 
can provide high quality steam. 



The primary focus of this study is the commercially available PAFC. However, the 
advantages of using the Solid Oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and the Molten Carbonate fuel cell 
(MCFC) in a combined cycle configuration are also addressed. Both the SOFC and the 
MCFC are expected to be available, at commercially competitive prices, in the next 5 to 10 
years. 

The Fuel Cell: 

A fuel cell uses an electrochemical process which converts fuel directly to electricity. Since 
this is not a combustion process, the reaction occurs at temperatures well below those found 
in conventional power generation systems. This process is shown schematically for the 
PAFC, MCFC, and SOFC in Fig. 1. Once the fuel or oxidizer ions are formed at the 
electrode, they cross through the electrolyte and give off (MCFC and SOFC) or take on 
(PAFC) electrons respectively at the anode or cathode. This creates the electric potential 
across the anodekathode pair. The amount of available electrochemical energy which can 
potentially be extracted from the fuel by this process is given by the Gibbs free energy G for 
the reaction. In practice only a fraction of the fuels G is converted to electrical power at the 
fuel cell electrodes. The difference between the enthalpy of the fuel and the G utilized by the 
fuel cell is available as thermal energy. . 

For the Phosphoric Acid fuel cell, the thermal energy is used to maintain the fuel cell 
operating temperature, reform the methane fuel into hydrogen and carbon dioxide, and to 
generate steam for cogeneration or a bottoming cycle. 

The table gives a summary of four types of fuel cells including their expected 
commercialization date and primary application. The Gas Research Institute (GRI) arranged 
fuel cell power system applications by power plant capacity. Because of the higher costs and 
lower simple cycle efficiencies associated with the PAFC, it is only expected to be 
competitive over the range of plant sizes indicated in Fig 2. However, the combined cycle 
configuration may stretch the competitive size envelope of the PAFC. 

Combined Cycles for Fuel Cells: 

The table compares the cycle efficiencies for simple versus combined cycle fuel cell systems. 
Though fuel cell manufacturers are reticent to predict market entry prices, the combined cycle 
systems are expected to be significantly less expensive than a stand-alone fuel cell system. 
This is because the bottomer cost would take advantage of mature technology and lower 
overall risk. The 1800 degrees Fahrenheit (OF) (1000 degrees Celsius (" C)) operating 
temperature of the SOFC and 1200" F (650" C) operating temperature of the MCFC make 
them ideal as gas turbine and steam turbine thermal sources respectively. Several combined 
cycle configurations have been proposed for these high-temperature fuel cells. The simplest' 
have the SOFC exhausting into a gas turbine and the MCFC coupled with an otherwise 
conventional steam cycle through a heat recovery steam generator. Higher efficiencies can be 
obtained from either system by adding additional thermal power systems. Some ingenious 
MCFC combined cycles are claiming to deliver efficiencies as high as 74 percent. 



- .  . . -  

The low, 400" F, operating temperature of the PAFC makes selection of the appropriate 
combined cycle configuration less straight forward. The configurations examined in the 
course of the present study included (1) Combined PAFC and geothermal source (or other 
power system waste heat stream) to preheat the PAFC fuel and air streams, (2) combined 
PAFC and bottoming cycle (Rankine cycle) which uses a hydrocarbon working fluid instead 
of steam, and (3) combined PAFC and low-pressure steam bottoming cycle. Of these, the low 
pressure steam combined cycle was found to be the most commercially viable. 

. 

All information in the table is based on natural gas firing. Since the PAFC cannot tolerate 
carbon monoxide (it poisons the fuel cell's catalyst), it is not well suited for use with fuels 
that contain large amounts of carbon. SOFC q d  MCFC are less sensitive and can utilize 
carbon monoxide as well as hydrogen. Since coal and biomass gasifiers tend to produce 
carbon monoxide, the SOFC and MCFC are better suited to these applications. 

Description of Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell System Analysis: 

The goal of this study was to improve the cost and environmental performance of a PAFC 
system using commercially available technologies. Base line figures for cost and performance 
of the fuel' cells, fuel cell bottoming cycles, gas turbines, and diesel systems were obtained 
from equipment vendors and other commercial literature. Straight line cost interpolation was 
done to compare systems of the same MW rating. Capital, operation, and maintenance costs 
were calculated in accordance with the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) Technical 
Assessment Guide (TAGTM). Power system availabilities were set based on the 1993 TAGm 
capability ratio which gave the fuel cell a 5.6 percentage point advantage in utilization 
(percent time generating power). A natural gas price of $2.63/mBtu was assumed except as 
noted. This was the average delivered price for natural gas to electric generators in the 
United States in 1993. The fuel cell's ac electric generation efficiency (lower heating value) 
was held at 40 percent in all of the simulations. Efficiencies of the various PAFC bottoming 
cycles were determined based on vendor specification. 

Bottoming cycles which use hydrocarbons such as isopentane or isobutane as the working 
fluid, offer the greatest combined cycle efficiencies. If the fuel cell were cooled directly with 
the hydrocarbon bottoming cycle working fluid, a combined cycle efficiency of 49 percent 
would be possible. The major drawbacks to these systems are cost and the possibility of fuel 
cell contamination by the hydrocarbon. At about $2500/kw for the hydrocarbon bottomer, the 
savings which result from a high cycle efficiency are overwhelmed by its high capital costs. ' 

The cost of the hydrocarbon bottomer would need to be about $1800/kw for a 1 Mw unit to 
make these systems to competitive. 

Low-pressure, low-temperature steam cycles sacrifice some efficiency but, at about $500/kw, 
are significantly less expensive than hydrocarbon systems. In addition, the wet steam exiting 
the steam turbine may be used directly in cogeneration applications. 

In commercially available PAFC systems, the primary fuel cell cooling water is used to heat a 
secondary water stream. This secondary water is then available for cogeneration applications. 
By replacing the secondary water with stearn to run a steam turbine generator set, a PAFC 



combined cycle efficiency of 45 percent is possible. If the fuel cell were to be cooled by 
raising steam to drive the steam turbine directly, the combined cycle efficiency improves to 
47 percent. The drawback of this latter system is that the internals of the fuel cell would 
have to be enlarged to allow for steam instead of the current water cooling. Since it would 
be difficult to assess the costs of such a change in the fuel cell's internal design, the lower 
efficiency system, which uses the commercially available water cooled PAFC, will be used 
for comparison purposes. 

The three combined cycle PAFC systems were modelled using vendor performance 
information with thermodynamic relations for three convenient sections to describe the fuel 
cell reforming section, a reformed gas cooling section and an electric conversion section. 
Figure 3 shows the graphical spreadsheet used to model the combined cycle fuel cell. In this 
figure, a steam turbine bottoming cycle converts 9 percent of the fuel cell's 310°F temperature 
waste heat to electrical power. Lower grade heat streams, which enter the local environment 
via the flue gas, are also accounted for. 

Summary of ResuIts: 

A comparison based on relative costs of the PAFC to a simple cycle gas turbine and simple 
cycle diesel is given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Though care was taken to make this information as 
accurate as possible, these figures more accurately indicate the relative costs of the competing 
systems. For this reason, actual costs numbers have been omitted. As stated previously, 
EPRI's TAGTM methodology was used throughout to calculate cost of energy (COE). 

In terms of capital costs, it is hard to beat a simple cycle gas turbine. Systems need to get 
below a Mw before the large diesels can compete on an installed cost basis. But the electric 
conversion efficiency of the smaller gas turbine generator sets are much lower than the other 
systems making them less competitive on a COE basis. 

Figure 5 compares the systems based on COE. In the less than 2 MW size, the simple cycle 
PAFC and diesel system offer the best price performance. The high fuel costs associated with 
the inefficient small gas turbines (see Fig. 6)  and the high capital costs associated with the 
small combined cycle PAFC, make both unattractive for base load applications in this size 
range. At about the 4'MW size, the gas turbine gains a cost advantage over the other systems 
on a COE as well as a capital cost basis. However, if gas prices increase to $4.O/mBtu 
(Fig. 7), then both the combined cycle PAFC and the diesel system become very competitive 
with the gas turbine in the 4 to 10 M W  market. 

The COE for the combined cycle PAFC offers a significant improvement over the simple 
cycle PAFC for units larger than about 4 MW's. Though the combined cycle PAFC is not as 
inexpensive to operate as the gas turbine at a natural gas price of $2.63/mBtu, it is a strong 
competitor to the diesel system. The combined cycle PAFC is also inherently less noisy than 
either the gas turbine or diesel machines since 90 percent of the electrical energy produced is 
generated by the fuel cell. In addition, in cogeneration applications, the steam bottoming 
cycle can be turned on and off to accommodate fluctuating steam demands which reduces the 
need to use an oversized unit to satisfy peak demands. 

I 



Finally, Fig. 8 displays the calculated CO, emissions from each of 'the power systems. This 
curve is based on the heat rates presented in Fig. 6 and therefore is identical in shape. Not 
surprisingly, the combined cycle PAFC, the most efficient system in this study, produces the 
least CO, per MW of electrical power. In addition, the combined cycle PAFC is expected to 
generate only 1 parts per million (per weight) (ppmw) NO, which is significantly less than 
either the gas turbine or diesel. 

Conclusion: 

The commercial simple cycle PAFC is expected to be a strong competitor in the less than 2 
MW market on a COE basis. For systems above about 4 MW's, though the simple cycle gas 
turbine offers the lowest COE at today's gas prices, the combined cycle PAFC configuration 
allows the fuel cell to remain cost competitive with diesel systems. In addition, the combined 
cycle PAFC it is expected to produce less than 1 ppmw NO,, have low noise and vibration 
levels, and produce less COP per Mw than any of the other systems studied. 

Therefore, it appears that the combined cycle PAFC may have a nitch around the 4 to 20 Mw 
industrial market in applications where low noise and emissions are also significant 
considerations. In addition to the efficient 6 to 1 turn down which is characteristic of the 
commercial PAFC, the combined cycle PAFC provides the flexibility to increase the amount 
of high grade cogeneration steam produced by bypassing the steam turbine. 

High turn down ratios are a general advantage for all fuel cells and can directly translate to a 
lower capital cost compared to heat engines. For many areas, such as Los Angeles, there are 
a cyclic power demand between summer and winter. The power supplied by a gas turbine is 
further mis-matched to the demand because it operates least efficiently at high summer 
temperatures jusk when demand is maximum. In contrast, the fuel cell is an essentially 
constant power device, independent of temperature. As a consequence, a 4 MW fuel cell may 
suffice where a 5-6 MW gas turbine would have to be purchased to meet the peak loads. In 
areas where the power demand is nearly uniform over the year, this advantage is less 
significant. 
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Types of Fuel Cells 
Proton Phosphoric Molten Solid 
Exchange Acid Carbonate Oxide 
Membrane ' Fuel Fuel Fuel . . 

Cell Cell Cell 

Operating 
Temperature 200 "F 

Year of Early 
Commercialization 2000 

Fuel-to-Electric 
Efficiency (LHV) 
Simple Cycle 35-40% 
Combined Cycle 111 

Reactant Fuels Hydrogen 

Applications Stationary Power 
Ve h icles 

400 "F 1200 "F 1800 "F 

Commercially 2000 
Available 

2000 

40% 55% 50% 
45-49% 60-70+% 60~70% 

Hydrogen 
Hydrogen Hydrogen CarbonMonoxide 

Carbon Monoxide Natural Gas 
Stationary Power 
Cogeneration Stationary Power Stationary Power 

Vehicles Cogeneration Cogeneration 
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Representations of Three Types of Fuel Cells 
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‘In the solid oxide and molten carbonate fuel 
Cells, carbon monoxide In the fuel Stream is Anode Electrolyte Cathode also typically utilized as fuel. (ion conductor) 

Figure 1 
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1 .  

PAFC Steam Turbine Cycle 

Air In-flow 40000 Lbhr 0 70 degF 
Fuel In-flow 1600 Lbhr 0 70 degF 
Reforming Water 3600 Lbhr 8 70 degF 
Thermal conVe~s~ons: 
Elecheat BtulhrlBtu 3413 BtuhrKw 
Heat of Reforming 
Heat of Reaction 
Heat Capacity 
gamma 
Cycle EHiciency - Energy In - Power Out - Heat Rate 

14400 B M b  
21500 B M b  

0.241007 BtUnbF 
1.41 8227 

45.1 percent 
34400000 Btu/hr 

4.5 MW 
7569.8 Btuikw-hr 

Fuel Cell Electric Power 4032 kW 
Fuel Cell Thermal Energy 20640000 Btuhr Fuel to Reformer 

Air 
40000 Lbhr 

70 degF 
I 

Flue Gas 
120 Deg F 
15 psla 

923697 btu/hr 

-+ 
Stack 

Steam Turblne 

w 
Waste Steam 

1600 LWhr 310 deg F 
1000 degF 77 psla 

16666 Ibrnihr 

Fue from FC Coollng Water 

1183 btuilbm 

Rojoct Stoam 
212 deg F 
14.7 psla 
1078 btubm 

0.0747 frac liq 

Steam Turblne 
Electrlc Energy 

513 kW 
1749968 btu/hr 

Figure 3 Graphical Spread Sheet of Combined Cycle PAFC with a Low Temperature Steam Turbine Bottoming Cycle 
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1 Capital Costs for Power Generation Systems I 
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t Simple Cycle PA Fuel Cell 
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-.8- Combined Cycle PA Fuel Cell 
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Figure 4 Capital Cost Including Installation 
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1 COE for Power Generation Systems I 
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Figure 7 Cost of Energy Based on a Natural Gas Price of $Lt.OO/mBtu 



IC02 Emissions for Power Systems1 
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Figure 8 C02 Emissions Based on Heat Rates in Fig. 6 


